Natural Course case study
Water Resilient Cities

Destiny should not be
determined by Demography
Building alignment between the classroom
and the boardroom

As a result of climate change, population growth and increased urbanisation, cities across the UK increasingly face
flooding, drought, water pollution and health problems linked to lack of green spaces and decline in nature. In order
to manage these changes, cities need to build their resilience and sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) are just
one way that they can do this.
Sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) are
a way of managing surface water in built
environments; they are used to slow the flow
of surface water, mimicking way that nature
manages water, helping to reduce flooding and
pollution. SuDS incorporate a range of tools
to collect, treat, store and then release storm
water slowly into the local environment. These
include; swales, green roofs, basins, pond and
wetlands as well as more engineered options
such as below ground storage and permeable
surfaces. Used in medium to high density urban
areas, SuDS can support water resilient cities
as well as creating green spaces.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Management of storm water through the drains
is the responsibility of water utilities companies.
In 2003 OFWAT recommended that all water
utilities charged non-domestic customers for
surface water drainage. The utilities interpreted
this recommendation in different ways and
United Utilities opted for a charge calculated
by m2 of hard surface area connected to the
site. Public estates, such as buildings related
to education and health are categorised as
non-domestic customers and are therefore
subject to these charges. As a result, some
schools and other public buildings have faced
a significant increase in their water bills. This
created a challenge for school budgets but
also provided an opportunity to look at SuDS
as a way to build resilience to flooding and
reduce costs.
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In 2003 OFWAT recommended
that all water utilities charged
non-domestic customers for
surface water drainage.
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COLLABORATION
Business in the Community’s (BITC) Water
Taskforce, has prioritised making cities
water resilient through SuDS. The Water
Taskforce identified Greater Manchester
as a potential test bed for developing a
collaborative approach because of United
Utilities’ approach to surface water drainage
charges. Could non-domestic customers
significantly reduce surface water drainage
charges and contribute to greater flood

resilience in the city region by disconnecting
from drainage systems through SuDS?
BITC convened businesses (United Utilities,
Arup, Costain, MWH and Marshalls) from
the Water Taskforce to work collaboratively
with local and national government and
NGOs to address this challenge; sharing
data, best practice and tools to provide a
solution. The in-kind support from business

to support this work came to a value of over
£25,000. This enabled BITC to match fund
with the Environment Agency and DEFRA
and provide a two-stage feasibility study,
each for a duration of three months.

THE PROCESS
The feasibility study looked at whether
schools in Greater Manchester could be
incentivised to invest in a SuDS retrofit
programme based on future savings from
surface water drainage charges. A second
phase of the feasibility study looked at
how the value of multiple benefits such as
health, education, property value and other
social benefits could further incentivise
investment at a city level.

2 | COLLABORATION & PROCESS

The feasibility study demonstrated that
there is a real opportunity for SuDS to
reduce the surface water charges for many
schools and other non-domestic customers,
with the potential for a reasonable payback
within 3-5 years. Such interventions were
expected to deliver benefits in terms of
cost reduction to schools but also wider
social and environmental benefits across
the region.

The 2017 analysis shows that across
the pilot area, Greater Manchester, there
are currently over 1,300 schools paying
over £7m in surface water charges to
United Utilities per year. If they could all
move down one charging band, this could
save over £3.5m which could be reinvested
into SuDS measures in the short-term and
educational benefits in the medium term.

A SuDS programme across Greater Manchester
could provide direct financial savings of over
£3.5million and multiple benefits with an
estimated value of £5million to £65million over
period ranging from 3 to 10 years, notably
in health and educational benefits. These
values are not inclusive of benefits to flood risk
reduction and improvements in water quality.
Alongside these findings the team also
produced tools that would support the practical
implementation of the programme at regional
scale. These included:
•	A site-based ready-reckoner for schools and
site managers to assess the opportunity for
SuDS on their sites and identify whether a
payback is possible from reduced surface
water charges. This was informed by onsite
auditing led by Red Rose Forest and
involving members of the Taskforce.

•	A strategic model which extrapolated the
findings of the school SuDS audits, and
through analysis of charging data from
United Utilities and the use of scenarios,
developed options for a strategic programme
of interventions.
NEXT STEPS
This is a model that has the potential to support
the transformation of UK cities to green,
water resilient landscapes in a cost-effective
way. The feasibility study has modelled the
potential for both financial and value driven
benefits. The next stage of this project will see
further collaboration between businesses from
construction and financing sectors in piloting
a SuDS programme and innovative financing
model to enable up front capital investments
that could be rolled out at national scale.

CONTACT US
For more information on this project please contact katherine.spooner@bitc.org.uk
Visit our Smart Water Knowledge Hub: http://environment.bitc.org.uk/smart-water
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“

This is a model that has the potential
to support the transformation of
UK cities to green, water resilient
landscapes in a cost-effective way.

